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Abstract: Phenotypes are necessary for genomic evaluations and management. Sometimes genomics
can be used to measure phenotypes when other methods are difficult or expensive. Prolificacy of
bulls used in multiple-bull pastures for commercial beef production is an example. A retrospective
study of 79 bulls aged 2 and older used 141 times in 4–5 pastures across 4 years was used to
estimate repeatability from variance components. Traits available before each season’s use were
tested for predictive ability. Sires were matched to calves using individual genotypes and evaluating
exclusions. A lower-cost method of measuring prolificacy was simulated for five pastures using the
bulls’ genotypes and pooled genotypes to estimate average allele frequencies of calves and of cows.
Repeatability of prolificacy was 0.62 ± 0.09. A combination of age-class and scrotal circumference
accounted for less than 5% of variation. Simulated estimation of prolificacy by pooling DNA of
calves was accurate. Adding pooling of cow DNA or actual genotypes both increased accuracy about
the same. Knowing a bull’s prior prolificacy would help predict future prolificacy for management
purposes and could be used in genomic evaluations and research with coordination of breeders and
commercial beef producers.

Keywords: DNA pooling; parentage; reproduction

1. Introduction

The conceptual linking of genome to phenome is fundamental to animal improvement.
Current genetic evaluation systems utilize many genotypes and associated phenotypes to
accelerate improvement. Beyond the genome-to-phenome paradigm, some phenotypes
used for management or inputs to genetic evaluation, particularly those notoriously diffi-
cult to be measured, may be best estimated by genomics. Bull prolificacy in multiple-bull
pastures is one of those phenotypes.

Efficient use of bulls for mating cows in commercial beef production involves both
the number of bulls maintained and pregnancy rates of the cows. Maintaining fewer bulls
reduces costs, and greater pregnancy rates increase calves born. However, maintaining
and using too few bulls can lower pregnancy rates. Using multiple bulls in breeding
pastures is one technique used to simplify some aspects of management and may increase
pregnancy rates without increasing the number of bulls [1]. Microsatellite and SNP markers
have allowed calves resulting from multiple-bull breeding pastures to be matched to
their sire [2–5] and fill in the sire-side of their pedigrees. Knowing calves’ sires allows
evaluating bulls for prolificacy—their ability to sire calves in a multiple-bull pasture
situation. Behavioral, physical, or other fertility factors may cause some bulls to sire more
or fewer calves [2,6,7]. Cattle breeders could use a bull’s predicted prolificacy to help
decide whether to keep, cull, or use the bull in a different way if predictions were accurate.
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Genomic markers allow matching sires to calves, but the cost of genotyping all com-
mercial calves may not be economical if prolificacy is the only use of the genotypes. The
method of pooling DNA to estimate genomic differences between groups with different
phenotypes is being studied for use in genomic association and prediction [8–11]. Another
potential use is to estimate the number of calves for sires by pooling DNA from all calves,
i.e., using DNA pooling to estimate phenotypic prolificacy differences.

One objective of this study is to estimate the repeatability of Bos taurus bull prolificacy
across years in a temperate climate when used in multiple-bull breeding pastures and
identify whether some bull traits could predict prolificacy before use. Another objective is
to evaluate the potential for using the DNA pooling method to estimate prolificacy of bulls
used in multiple-bull pastures at a lower cost.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Real Data

This retrospective study used 4 years of multiple-bull pasture breeding (2012 to 2015)
and subsequent calving data (2013 to 2016). Cattle populations were purebred Angus and
advanced generation composites MARC I, MARC II, and MARC III [12]. Only bulls and
cows aged 2 and older at the time of breeding were included in data analyzed. In addition,
only bulls passing breeding soundness exams for physical and semen traits were used in
breeding pastures. A few bulls were removed for injury or other reasons and were replaced
by different bulls unless it was late in the breeding season. Any bull not in the breeding
pasture for at least 90% of the breeding season was eliminated from analyses. In 2012, some
older cows in each of the 3 composite populations were synchronized and bred by AI 15 d
after younger cows entered breeding pastures. The synchronized cows entered the same
breeding pastures younger cows were in 9 d after AI and 39 d before the end of pasture
breeding. Calves sired by AI were eliminated from data, but those sired by the pasture
bulls were retained for analysis. Pastures and cow and bull assignments are described in
Table 1. Assuming half of AI cows were open after timed AI, the average assigned open
cows per bull was 23.6.

Table 1. Natural service assignments of bulls and cows and resulting calves.

Calf Birth
Year Population Pasture Bulls

Assigned, N
Bulls

Analyzed 1, N
Cows

Assigned, N
Cow Age,

Year
Natural

Service, d
Calves

Born, N
Sire

Known, N

2013

MARC I A 8 6 157 3.92 63 140 138
66 2 7.45 39 57 57

MARC II B 7 5 130 3.24 63 115 110
86 2 7.20 39 75 69

MARC III C 6 6 65 3.06 63 43 42
165 2 6.39 39 150 148

Angus D 10 10 246 4.77 63 227 227

2014

MARC I E 6 6 156 4.08 63 146 144
F 3 2 62 8.42 63 49 48

MARC II G 9 9 214 5.05 63 180 178
MARC III H 10 9 245 5.37 63 201 201

Angus I 11 11 267 4.97 63 226 225

2015

MARC I J 9 9 222 5.52 63 182 182
MARC II K 9 7 212 5.13 61 179 161
MARC III L 11 11 251 4.97 62 195 194

Angus M 11 10 256 5.21 60 235 210

2016

MARC I N 9 9 221 5.31 49 198 198
MARC II O 9 9 203 5.04 49 168 165
MARC III P 6 6 126 3.07 49 110 109

Q 5 5 102 6.32 49 90 90
Angus R 11 11 251 5.14 49 214 213

1 Bulls that were removed, or their replacements, were not used in analyses unless they were in the breeding pasture for at least 90% of the
natural service period. 2 Older cows were synchronized and artificially inseminated 15 d after younger cows began natural service mating
and entered the breeding pastures 9 d later for the remaining 39 d of natural service.

The patterns of bull usage in the edited data are shown in Table 2. Included were
79 unique bulls with 141 breeding opportunities, ranging from 38 bulls with one oppor-
tunity each to 4 bulls used each of the 4 years. Across years there were 27, 37, 37, and 40
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breeding opportunities for calf years 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016, respectively. Forty-one
bulls had an average of 2.5 breeding opportunities, and 38 bulls had a single opportunity.

Table 2. Patterns of edited bull usage by calf birth year.

No. Bulls 2013 2014 2015 2016

4 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 0
1 1 0 1 1
5 0 1 1 1
7 1 1 0 0
6 0 1 1 0
11 0 0 1 1
8 1 0 0 0
8 0 1 0 0
3 0 0 1 0
19 0 0 0 1

Sires and calves were genotyped with 4 genotyping panels across 4 years. Two were
low-density panels based on parentage markers [13] using the Bovine Parentage Panel
(Eureka Genomics, Hercules, CA, USA) or implemented with TruSeq DNA technology
(Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). Two were higher density panels with more than
50,000 SNP consisting of parentage, linkage, and functional SNP (BovineSNP50, Illumina
Inc., San Diego, CA; GeneSeek Genomic Profiler F250, Neogen, Lansing, MI, USA). A
higher proportion of calves born in early years were genotyped with only parentage panels.
Most calves born in 2016 and all but 3 bulls (1 Angus, 1 MARC I, and 1 MARC II) were
genotyped with GeneSeek Genomic Profiler F250.

A set of parentage SNP [13] in common across the 4 genotyping panels was identified.
These SNP were used to identify sires based on exclusions [4]. Additional steps were
taken to try to resolve some ambiguous sire identifications, including expanding exclusions
to additional SNP if available, calculating the genotypic correlations between a calf and
potential sires [14], and re-genotyping some animals. Calves genotyped with higher
density panels (48.8%) were matched with sires genotyped with high density (33.8%)
or only parentage (15.0%) genotyped with parentage panels were matched with sires
genotyped with high density (15.6%) or only parentage (35.6%). Most genotyped calves
were matched to a single sire, but several MARC II calves born in 2013 and 2015 and some
Angus calves born in 2015 were not genotyped. Sires of 3 calves with <100 genotypes also
were not identified.

The distribution of number-of-calves per bull opportunity (bull within pasture and
year) was skewed (Table 3) as has been observed in other studies of sire prolificacy. The
median and mode of the distribution is 18 with values from 0 to 57. A square root transfor-
mation was applied to the data before analysis.

Table 3. Distribution of number of calves (CalfN) by bull within pasture and year.

CalfN No. Observations

0 3
1 to 7 18
8 to 14 31

15 to 21 35
22 to 28 21
29 to 35 12
36 to 42 13
43 to 49 4
50 to 56 3

57 1
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Repeatability was estimated from the variance components for random effects for
between bull (bull) and within bull across years and pastures (e) as σ2

bull ×
(
σ2

bull + σ2
e
)−1.

Variance components were estimated using PROC GLIMMIX (SAS Institute Inc., Cary,
NC, USA) from the model Cal f N0.5

i,j,k = µ + Yi + Pj(Yi) + bullk + ei,j,k, where Cal f N0.5
i,j,k is

number of calves sired by bull k in pasture j (Pj) nested within year i (Yi). Additional fixed
categorical or continuous factors were individually added to this base model to test for
possible explanatory variables for bull prolificacy. Based on results of individual variables,
bull age category and scrotal circumference were added to the base model for testing jointly.
All reported statistical probabilities are based on data transformed by square root, but
reported means and regression coefficients of explanatory variables are from analyses of
untransformed data.

2.2. Simulating Errors in Pooling Allele Frequency

The concept of using pooled calf DNA to estimate bulls’ prolificacies was tested by
simulating DNA pooling of actual genotypes of calves born in 2016 and genotyped with
the Genomic Profiler F250 and sired by bulls genotyped with the same panel. Five pastures
(N, O, P, Q, and R; Table 1) with 189,165, 76, 89, and 198 calves and 9, 9, 5, 5, and 10 bulls,
respectively, were used after removing bulls and calves without Genomic Profiler F250
genotypes. Simulations used 14,190 autosomal SNP common to both BovineSNP50 and
GeneSeek Genomic Profiler F250 panels.

Simulation of pooling was a function of the actual allele frequencies for the calves
in a pasture as well as pool construction and technical errors. Pool construction error
or random unintended differences in the contribution of individual calves to the pool
can result from incorrect DNA measurement or quantification; pipetting error; or cross
contamination between pools, or between pools and individual animals. Technical error
is the result of variation in the ratio of X (red dye intensity) to Y (green dye intensity) for
samples with the same allele frequency (replicated pools) or the same genotype (replicated
individuals or individuals of the same genotype). Standard deviations for pool construction
error and technical error were estimated from replicated pools in earlier studies that
have the same real or underlying allele frequency as if the animals in the pool had been
individually genotyped [15,16]. Pooling allele frequency was estimated as the average
of genotypes (copies of B allele) weighted by the random calf contribution divided by
2. Pool construction error was simulated as a Dirichlet distribution with SD = 0.0024
equivalent to using symmetric shape (alpha) parameter of 20 when pool size is 92. The
Dirichlet distribution is parameterized by a shape parameter, alpha, for each calf in the
pool. For example, for a pool size of 150 calves the parameterization included a vector of
150 elements all having the same value of 20. The magnitude of alpha determines how
peaked the distribution of calf contributions is. Alpha = 10 would have less peaked and
more variable animal contributions than alpha = 20. Simulated technical error was drawn
from a normal distribution with a mean of zero and SD of 0.07.

Estimating the number of calves sired by a bull can be improved by knowing average
genotype frequencies of the dams. Three levels of average dam allele frequency information
were compared: (1) none, (2) a simulated, pooled estimate of allele frequencies from
the 94.5% of dams with genotypes, and (3) average allele frequencies of the dams with
genotypes. Quadratic programming [17] to compute sire contributions while both not
adjusting and adjusting for dam pooling allele frequency is included in an R script that is
part of the Supplemental Files.

When dam information was not included in the quadratic programming analysis,
dam allele frequencies were proportional to the residual after subtracting predicted sire
allele frequencies from calf pooling allele frequency (r2 ~0.8; data not shown). Adding dam
frequencies would be expected to improve the accuracy of sire solutions at an additional
cost of sampling cows and genotyping pools. Three levels of average dam allele frequency
information were compared: (1) none, (2) pooled estimate of allele frequencies from
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the 94.5% of dams with genotypes with simulated pool construction and technical error
incorporated, and (3) allele frequencies of the dams with genotypes.

3. Results
3.1. Repeatability Estimates

Estimated repeatability of bull prolificacy was 0.62 ± 0.09, and the SD of untrans-
formed calf N was 13.6 (Table 4). The data used to estimate repeatability are in supple-
mentary materials (Table S1) Previous numbers of calves from bulls used in multiple-bull
pastures as 2-year-olds and older are good predictors of future numbers of calves. This
result is consistent with or greater than other studies based on data from various pasture
situations with different numbers of bulls and cows assigned to pastures, usually for fewer
years and including yearling bulls [2,5]. It is also consistent with several studies observing
bulls’ rankings across years [18,19].

Table 4. Estimated repeatability of bull prolificacy and component variances.

Estimate Value 1 SE

Between bull 1.72 0.45
Within bull 1.05 0.21

Repeatability 0.62 0.09
1 Variances of square roots of number of calves per bull within pasture and year. Estimated variances of
untransformed numbers are 114.72 (between) and 70.43 (within).

3.2. Explanatory Variables

A bull’s life history and measurements made before entering the breeding pasture may
explain some difference in bull prolificacy. Several retrospective variables were individually
added to the statistical model for repeatability. Life history variables for bulls were (1) dam
was 2 years old, (2) previously used for breeding as a yearling, (3) used for breeding any
prior season, and (4) breeding age was >2. Bull measurements made during breeding
soundness exams before each breeding season were included, such as bull weight and
scrotal circumference.

None of the life history traits or bull measurements were significant when added
individually to the model (Table 5). However, some measurements and life-history traits
were partially confounded, especially bull measurements and breeding age. A model
including breeding age category (2 years old vs. older than 2) and scrotal circumference
measurement (at breeding soundness exam) resulted in significant effects for both. At the
same scrotal circumference, bulls older than 2 years sired 6.33 more calves. At the same
age classification, a 1.0 cm increase in scrotal circumference was associated with a decrease
of 1.56 calves, possibly because only bulls that had scrotal circumferences greater than
breeding soundness standards were used. The addition of these two variables accounted
for less than 5% of variation in prolificacy and did not change estimated repeatability.
The ability of individual bull measurements and life-history traits to predict prolificacy is
limited compared to knowing a bull’s earlier prolificacy results, when available.

Table 5. Patterns of edited bull usage by calf birth year.

Contrasts and Regression Coefficients Value, N 1 SE 1 P 2

Dam was 2-year-old 2.46 3.93 0.32
Previously used as yearling 5.25 3.12 0.11

Previously used, any age 3.64 2.51 0.18
Breeding age older than 2 years 3.79 2.66 0.16
Breeding exam weight, N/kg −0.005 0.015 0.79

Breeding scrotal circumference, N/cm −1.04 0.59 0.11
Values from adding 2 variates simultaneously

Scrotal circumference, N/cm −1.56 0.63 0.03
Breeding age older than 2 years 6.33 2.80 0.02

1 Values reported are calf number per bull per season. 2 Probabilities were based on analysis of calf N0.5.
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3.3. Estimated Prolificacy

Genotypes of calves, dams and sires used to simulate pooling and estimate sire
contributions are in supplementary materials (Tables S2–S6 for the 5 pastures N, O, P,
Q, and R, respectively). Results of simulated pooling of calf DNA samples (Table 6;
Figure 1) suggest that the concept of pooling to estimate prolificacy is valid. The accuracy
of predicting actual proportions of calves is moderate to high regardless of whether cow
allele frequencies are unknown, estimated by pooling, or known. Allele frequencies of
dams estimated by pooling did increase accuracy and consistency across different pastures.
There was little difference in either accuracy or consistency when allele frequencies of dams
were estimated by individual cow or pooled genotyping.

Table 6. Intercept, slope and r2 from regressing pooling estimates of sire progeny proportions on
known proportions 100 simulated replicates using 14,190 autosomal.

Dam Genotypes Pasture Intercept SE Slope SE r2 SD

None N −0.006 0.009 0.553 0.077 0.879 0.011
O −0.003 0.015 0.529 0.133 0.692 0.012
P −0.007 0.011 0.536 0.046 0.977 0.014
Q −0.007 0.013 0.537 0.063 0.956 0.009
R 0.005 0.008 0.452 0.069 0.842 0.013

Pooled N 0.002 0.003 0.486 0.025 0.980 0.004
O −0.002 0.005 0.516 0.043 0.950 0.004
P −0.000 0.005 0.502 0.021 0.994 0.006
Q 0.006 0.008 0.471 0.043 0.971 0.006
R −0.000 0.002 0.501 0.020 0.987 0.004

Individual N 0.002 0.003 0.487 0.023 0.983 0.003
O −0.003 0.005 0.522 0.041 0.956 0.004
P 0.001 0.005 0.494 0.022 0.993 0.007
Q .0005 0.009 0.476 0.043 0.973 0.006
R 0.000 0.002 0.499 0.017 0.990 0.003
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of fit SD between pooling sire progeny number and known progeny number. Symbols in the legend
identify different pastures.
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4. Discussion

A predicted number of calves should be useful for making management decisions
about the number of bulls maintained and used. However, we are not aware of experi-
mental evidence for making those management decisions. It seems likely that bulls that
previously sired no or few calves should not subsequently be used in multiple-bull pastures.
It is possible that these bulls would sire more calves in single-bull pastures or by AI, but
culling them would also be a reasonable management strategy. Whether fewer bulls could
be used in multiple-bull pastures if one-quarter of them are predicted to be above average
(based on prior usage) and three-quarters are average (based on no prior information) is
unknown. Any management strategy using predicted prolificacy would need to account
for risks of injury, becoming unsound, or death before or during breeding. The estimated
repeatability only applies to bulls 2 and older that passed breeding soundness exams prior
to the breeding season and completed at least 90% of the breeding season.

Although not significant, prolificacy tended to increase from 2 through about 5 years of
age in pastures with mixed-age bulls [5]. Our results showed a significant increase in prolifi-
cacy of bulls older than 2 compared with 2-year-olds when adjusted for scrotal circumference.

Scrotal circumference of older bulls measured in breeding soundness exams before
breeding has shown little to moderate positive correlation with bull prolificacy in multiple-
bull pastures. Results tended to be greater when breeding soundness exams were not
rigorously applied [3,18]. Scrotal circumference breeding value was found to have some
predictive ability across 2-year-old and older bulls [5].

Scrotal circumference combined with age had significant but small effects on prolifi-
cacy in this study. Life-history traits related to previous breeding experience had positive
values, but a larger experiment would be needed to conclusively determine any trait effects
of that size. Breeding exam live weights showed no indication of effects on prolificacy.

Pooling DNA can potentially reduce costs of accurately estimating bull prolificacy,
essentially using genomics to measure phenotype if bull prolificacy is the only information
desired by a cattle producer. A basic implementation of this method begins by individually
sampling DNA from all bulls used in a multiple-sire pasture and maintaining correspon-
dence between each sample and each bull. Blood from all calves would be individually
sampled. Calf blood samples would need to be maintained individually but samples would
not need to be connected to individual calves. For higher accuracy, cows assigned to a
breeding pasture would need to be sampled sometime from pre-breeding through weaning
if the cows were maintained as a group through that period. Like the calf samples, cow
blood samples do not need to maintain connection with the individual cows. To make deci-
sions on bull management in time for the current breeding season, samples would need to
be collected well before breeding, likely at birth. Research has found that bulls siring large
numbers of calves early in the calving period tended to sire more calves throughout [5,19].
This seems to be one likely approach for obtaining a prolificacy estimate early enough to
be useful for the breeding season immediately following calving. This study has a few
limitations with regards to relevance to commercial production. First, F1 crossbred dams
are important in the commercial beef cattle sector. F1 dams might reduce precision of
estimating sire contributions because alleles that are not inherited in calves would be part
of dam allele frequencies but not part of calves. This is more complicated if dams are F1.
We do not know how important this is currently. Second, pool construction and technical
errors were simulated in the current study. The distribution of these errors may be different
than real pooling data. We are planning future studies to rectify this limitation.

Once samples are collected, a genomics service provider would need to extract and
separately pool calf DNA and cow DNA. Other ways of constructing pools are possible [16].
Then, the individual bull samples and each pool would need to be genotyped with a
moderate-to-high density panel. A service provider would need to estimate prolificacy
from the genotypes. This approach to estimating prolificacy may facilitate additional
research on factors affecting bull prolificacy using industry cooperators.
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Other benefits from a pooled sample of calves are possible but would require ad-
ditional technical support and industry coordination. It should be possible to estimate
average breed composition from pooled alleles, predicted heterosis from differences be-
tween weighted sire allele frequencies and pooled cow allele frequencies, and average
performance levels from those two inputs. Estimated performance might be enhanced
through genomic prediction of commercial bulls based on their individual genotypes.
This could be useful for marketing calves or managing them through the feedlot or as
breeding heifers. Estimated bull prolificacy could be used as phenotypic data for genomic
evaluation with information transfer to breeding value prediction organizations based
on careful documentation of commercial bulls, their use in pastures, and their genotypes.
Claims-based marketing programs could be verified for things such as breed composition
or genetic potential based on markers associated with large effects for carcass traits, e.g.,
beef tenderness [20] or carcass leanness [21]. A pool including heifers could be genetically
evaluated for reproductive traits, e.g., pubertal age, antral follicle count, and heifer preg-
nancy rate [22,23], and for common genetic disorders [24] or disease susceptibility to avoid
inappropriate matings.

5. Conclusions

The repeatability of bull prolificacy in multi-bull breeding pastures is high. Bull
prolificacy is accurately estimated using DNA pools of calves and genotyping the calves at
a lower cost compared to individually genotyping. Genotyping pools of dams improves
the accuracy of estimating bull prolificacy which requires samples of dams.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/agriculture11070603/s1, Table S1: Data used for repeatability estimates, Table S2: Genotypes
of calves, bulls and dams in Pasture N, Table S3: Genotypes of calves, bulls and dams in Pasture
O, Table S4: Genotypes of calves, bulls and dams in Pasture P, Table S5: Genotypes of calves, sires
and dams in Pasture Q, Table S6: Genotypes of calves, sires and dams in Pasture R, quadratic
ProgramSireProportions. R: An R script to estimate sire proportions.
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